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Abstract

Data augmentation is a technique that aims
to improve machine learning performance by
increasing the number of training data. One
method of data augmentation for Japanese sen-
tences is to shuffle the order of phrases that
compose a sentence while preserving the depen-
dency relationships. This method has proven
effective in improving the performance of text
classification, especially when the training data
is limited. In this study, we aimed to im-
prove the performance of Recognizing Textual
Entailment (RTE) using this method. RTE
is recognized as a crucial technique for ad-
vancing natural language processing and is ap-
plied across various fields, including question-
answering and machine translation. In the ex-
periments, we addressed the RTE task using
JSICK, a Japanese dataset, and pre-trained mod-
els, BERT and RoBERTa. The experimental
results demonstrated that augmenting the train-
ing data with this method improved the perfor-
mance of the models.

1 Introduction

Data augmentation is a technique that increases the
number of training data by generating slightly mod-
ified copies of the existing data. When training a
machine learning model, its performance can be im-
proved through the utilization of data augmentation
to increase the training data.

When performing data augmentation, it is cru-
cial to generate natural data that does not negatively
impact model training. When using data augmenta-
tion in supervised learning, it is typical to modify
only the data without changing the labels. Conse-
quently, the modified data must remain consistent
with the labels of the original data. However, text
data used in natural language processing (NLP)
has a more intricate structure compared to image
and audio data. As a result, data augmentation in
NLP is prone to generating unnatural data when
modifying the data, which may lead to inconsisten-

cies with labels. Thus, effectively performing data
augmentation proves challenging in NLP.

Despite these challenges, numerous effective
data augmentation methods have been developed
in NLP. We proposed the method named "data aug-
mentation by shuffling phrases in a Japanese sen-
tence"(Kyosuke Takahagi, 2022). The method in-
volves modifying data by shuffling the order of
phrases in a Japanese sentence. By considering the
dependency relationship between phrases during
the shuffling process, natural sentences that pre-
serve the meaning of the original sentence can be
generated (see Figure 1).

While the method has demonstrated effective-
ness in text classification, its performance in other
tasks remains unknown. In this study, we apply the
method to Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE).
RTE is a task aimed at determining whether the rela-
tionship between two input sentences is entailment,
contradiction, or neutral. It plays a crucial role
in enabling computers to achieve natural language
understanding. In this study, we examine whether
augmenting the training dataset with the method im-
proves the performance of an RTE model. The RTE
task was addressed using JSICK(YANAKA and
MINESHIMA, 2021), a Japanese dataset for RTE
and Semantic Textual Similarity (STS), and pre-
trained models, such as BERT (Bidirectional En-
coder Representations from Transformers)(Devlin
et al., 2019).

2 Related Work

Data augmentation has been extensively studied in
the field of computer vision (CV). Various meth-
ods exist, including geometric transformations like
image inversion and cropping, color space trans-
formations, and image mixing(Shorten and Khosh-
goftaar, 2019). On the other hand, research on
data augmentation in NLP is often conducted sec-
ondarily after that in CV, and the number of studies
on data augmentation is not as extensive as that



Figure 1: Example of shuffling the order of phrases in
a Japanese sentence without breaking the dependency
relationship.

of CV either. This is because the discrete nature
of language and its complex semantic and syntac-
tic structures make it difficult to modify text data
while preserving labels. However, several effec-
tive methods have also been proposed in NLP that
allow modification while preserving labels(Feng
et al., 2021)(Chen et al., 2023).

Synonym replacement is a data augmentation
technique commonly used in NLP. It involves re-
placing certain words in a sentence with their syn-
onymous counterparts. These synonyms are identi-
fied based on similarities in a pre-defined dictionary
or word embedding space. Additionally, techniques
for locally modifying a sentence, such as deleting
some words or swapping two words, can also alter
the sentence while preserving its original mean-
ing. Wei and Zou (2019) proposed Easy Data Aug-
mentation (EDA), which combines these simple
operations. Data Augmentation using back trans-
lation has also been extensively studied(Xia et al.,
2019)(Chen et al., 2020). Back translation refers to
the process of translating a sentence into another
language and then back into the original language.
It has proven to be an effective method for various
tasks, especially in the domain of machine transla-
tion. Guo et al. (2019) applied Mixup(Zhang et al.,
2018), a technique commonly used in the field of
CV, and proposed two methods: one that mixes
embedded representations of words (wordMixup)
and another that mixes embedded representations
of sentences (senMixup). In recent years, data aug-
mentation using Large Language Models (LLMs)
such as BERT and GPT-3 has also been extensively
studied(Sahu et al., 2022)(Dai et al., 2023).

Figure 2: Process of modifying the example sentence.

3 Methods

3.1 Data Augmentation by Shuffling Phrases
In this study, we employ data augmentation method
we proposed in the paper (Kyosuke Takahagi,
2022). The method involves reordering the position
of a phrase in Japanese sentences while preserving
the dependency relationships. The procedure is as
follows:

1. Divide the sentence into phrases.

2. Connect phrases that do not modify the pred-
icate (excluding the predicate itself) to the
subsequent phrases.

3. Shuffle the order of phrases after concatena-
tion (ensuring that the predicate position re-
mains at the end of the sentence).

Figure 2 illustrates the process of performing
the modification on the example sentence. To di-
vide sentences into phrases and identify the depen-
dency of each phrase, CaboCha, a Japanese depen-
dency parser based on Support Vector Machines, is
utilized. CaboCha splits Japanese sentences into
phrases and provides detailed information about
each phrase. The output result of the dependency
parsing for the example sentence using CaboCha is
depicted in Figure 3.

3.2 Application and effect on text
classification

The data in a text classification dataset consists
of text and labels representing the categories of
that text. When using the method to augment the
data, the text is only modified without changing the
labels (by shuffling the phrases in each sentence
that makes up the text).



Figure 3: The result of parsing the example sentence by
CaboCha

Table 1: Statistics on the dataset used for text classifica-
tion.

Label Category Train Val Test
0 Dokujo Tsushin 10 100 100
1 IT Life Hack 10 100 100
2 Kaden Channel 10 100 100
3 livedoor HOMME 10 100 100
4 MOVIE ENTER 10 100 100
5 Peachy 10 100 100
6 Smax 10 100 100
7 Sports Watch 10 100 100
8 Topic News 10 100 100

Total 90 900 900

In the paper (Kyosuke Takahagi, 2022), we con-
ducted experiments to evaluate whether the method
improves the classification performance in text clas-
sification using BERT. The experiments were veri-
fied using a small dataset created from the livedoor
news corpus1. The dataset statistics are shown in
Table 1. In the experiments, data augmentation is
applied to the training data in this dataset, doubling
its size by generating one augmented training data
for each original training data.

Table 2 shows the evaluation results obtained
using the test data. The evaluation metric is accu-
racy. As shown in Table 2, the model trained on
the augmented training data achived a 1.7% higher
accuracy compared to the model trained on the orig-
inal training data. These results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the method for text classification.

1https://www.rondhuit.com/download.html#ldcc

Table 2: Evaluation result of the method in text classifi-
cation using BERT(%).

Original Augmented Difference
Accuracy 73.4 75.1 +1.7

3.3 Application on RTE

The data in an RTE dataset generally consists of
three parts: a premise sentence, a hypothesis sen-
tence, and a label indicating the relationship be-
tween the two sentences. In this study, we generate
three types of data for each original data: data ob-
tained by modifying only the premise sentences,
data obtained by modifying only the hypothesis
sentences, and data obtained by modifying both the
premise sentences and the hypothesis sentences. In
all cases, the label remains unchanged.

4 Experiment Setup

4.1 Dataset

This study uses JSICK, a Japanese dataset for
RTE and STS. JSICK is derived from the SICK
(Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge)
dataset, which was originally in English(Marelli
et al., 2014). However, it has been manually trans-
lated into Japanese, and the correct labels have
been re-annotated to suit the Japanese context.

The definition of entailment relations in JSICK
complies with the definition in the original SICK
dataset. For each pair (T, H) consisting of a presup-
positional sentence T and a hypothetical sentence
H, it is assigned one of three labels: "entailment,"
"contradiction," or "neutral." Entailment refers to a
relation in which sentence H is always true when
sentence T is true. Contradiction is a relation in
which sentence H is always false when sentence T
is true. Lastly, neutral is a relation in which sen-
tence H cannot be determined to be true or false
when sentence T is true.

JSICK is pre-divided into training and test data,
and 10% of the training data is reserved for vali-
dation purposes. Table 3 shows an example of the
data contained in JSICK, while Table 4 shows the
distribution of each data type. On average, there are
13.2 words per sentence, and the vocabulary con-
sists of 2,432 unique words. Additionally, "neutral"
accounts for about 60% of the entailment relation
labels.

https://www.rondhuit.com/download.html#ldcc


Table 3: Examples of data included in JSICK.

Pair of sentences(premise: T, hypothesis: H) Entailment relation
T: A young woman is playing guitar.

Entailment
H: A girl is playing guitar.
T: A tiger is walking out of a cage.

Contradiction
H: A tiger is walking around inside a cage.
T: A man is cutting potatoes.

Neutral
H: A man is cutting tomatoes.

Table 4: Number of each data in JSICK.

Train Validation Test Total
Entailment 991 (22.0%) 100 (20.0%) 1,088 (22.1%) 2,179 (22.0%)
Contradiction 748 (16.6%) 75 (15.0%) 797 (16.2%) 1,620 (16.3%)
Neutral 2761 (61.4%) 325 (65.0%) 3,042 (61.7%) 6,128 (61.7%)
Total 4,500 500 4,927 9,927

Table 5: Number of training data before and after the
augmentation.

Before After
Entailment 991 (22.0%) 3,600 (22.1%)
Contradiction 748 (16.6%) 2,739 (16.8%)
Neutral 2761 (61.4%) 9,981 (61.2%)
Total 4,500 16,320

4.2 Augmentation of Training Data

Data augmentation is applied to the JSICK training
dataset using the way described in Section 3.3. Cer-
tain sentences in the JSICK dataset are too short to
be shuffled, which may lead to the generation of a
sentence identical to the original sentence during
the modification process. If the generated training
data duplicates already existing training data, it is
not used as training data. Table 5 shows the counts
of training data before and after the augmentation
process.

4.3 Models

In this experiment, we utilize BERT and RoBERTa,
both of which are pre-trained models, as RTE
models. Specifically, we employ "cl-tohoku/bert-
base-japanese-v2"2 (Tohoku-BERT), published by
Inui Lab, Tohoku University, and "rinna/japanese-
roberta-base"3 (rinna-RoBERTa), published by
rinna Co., Ltd.

2https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/
bert-base-japanese-v2

3https://huggingface.co/rinna/
japanese-roberta-base

To ensure consistency, we unify the hyperparam-
eters for both models. The batch size is set to 8,
and we employ stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
as the optimization algorithm with a learning rate
of 0.01. Additionally, we adopt the cross-entropy
loss function. The number of epochs is determined
using early stopping.

4.4 Evaluation

The performance of the trained RTE model is eval-
uated based on the accuracy of the test data. Addi-
tionally, we measure the accuracy for the specific
classes of "entailment," "contradiction," and "neu-
tral" in the test data.

For evaluation, we compare the performance of
models trained on un-augmented training data with
models trained on augmented training data. Five
models are constructed for each scenario, and the
average accuracy of the five models is used for
evaluation.

5 Experimental result

In the experiments, we utilize two types of train-
ing data sets: JSICK’s 4,500 training data and the
augmented training data described in section 4.2.
Models are separately fine-tuned on the two train-
ing data sets. By comparing the performance of the
two models thus fine-tuned, we verified whether
the method proposed in the paper(Kyosuke Taka-
hagi, 2022) is effective for RTE. The details of the
experiments are described in section 4.

Table 6 shows the results. When utilizing rinna-
RoBERTa as the model, the application of data

https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-v2
https://huggingface.co/cl-tohoku/bert-base-japanese-v2
https://huggingface.co/rinna/japanese-roberta-base
https://huggingface.co/rinna/japanese-roberta-base


augmentation to the training data resulted in a per-
formance improvement of 0.8%. When examining
the performance for each label, the performance
for contradiction data increased by 3.4%. However,
the performance for neutral data only showed a
marginal increase. When utilizing Tohoku-BERT
as the model, the application of data augmenta-
tion to the training data resulted in a performance
improvement of 0.5%. When examining the per-
formance for each label, the performance for con-
tradiction data increased by 1.8%. However, the
performance for entailment data showed a slight
decrease.

6 Discussion

6.1 Factors that Improved the Performance of
Contradiction Data

By augmenting the training data with the method
proposed in the paper (Kyosuke Takahagi, 2022),
the model’s performance to recognize contradic-
tion data showed a significant improvement com-
pared to entailment and neutral data (see Section
5). This improvement may be attributed to the lim-
ited presence of contradiction data in the original
training dataset. Generally, data augmentation tech-
niques involving simple transformations, such as
the method, tend to be more effective when the
amount of available training data is limited. Con-
versely, when an adequate amount of training data
is available for learning, data augmentation has lit-
tle impact on improving model performance(Wei
and Zou, 2019).

The JSICK dataset used in this study has the
lowest proportion of contradiction data. Moreover,
when examining the performance of the model
trained with the original training data, the perfor-
mance for contradiction data is the lowest among
the three labels. In other words, the original train-
ing data did not provide sufficient contradiction
data to effectively address the RTE task. As a re-
sult, the model’s performance in recognizing con-
tradiction relations was significantly improved by
utilizing the method and increasing the amount of
contradiction data.

6.2 Comparison with Other Methods

The method can generate natural sentences that
preserve the meaning of the original sentence by
modifying Japanese sentences in a manner that
maintains dependency relations. However, it re-
mains unclear whether this feature improves the

performance of the RTE model. In this section, we
compare the method with methods that shuffle the
order of sentence components without considering
the dependency relation. Through this comparison,
we validate whether generating natural sentences
that preserve the meaning of the original sentence
contributes to improving the model’s performance.

The two methods used for comparison with the
method are a method that shuffles phrases with-
out considering the dependency relations (random
phrase shuffling) and a method that shuffles words
(random word shuffling). Random phrase shuf-
fling involves shuffling the order of phrases, except
for predicates, after a sentence is segmented into
phrases. On the other hand, random word shuf-
fling involves shuffling the order of words after a
sentence is segmented into words. Random phrase
shuffling uses CaboCha for phrase segmentation,
while random word shuffling uses MeCab(KUDO,
2005), a morphological analysis engine, for word
segmentation. The evaluation of these two meth-
ods follows the process described in Section 4.
However, only RoBERTa is employed as the RTE
model. The experimental results are shown in Table
7, along with the results from Section 5.

As a result, the method achieved the highest per-
formance, while word shuffling yielded lower per-
formance compared to no augmentation. When ex-
amining the performance for each label, the method
achieved the highest performance for both entail-
ment and contradiction. However, for neutral la-
bels, random shuffling outperformed the method.
These findings suggest that data augmentation
through sentence modification is more effective
in improving model performance when generating
natural sentences that preserve the meaning of the
original sentences.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we validated the effectiveness of the
method proposed in the paper (Kyosuke Takahagi,
2022), which involves shuffling phrases in Japanese
sentences while preserving the dependency rela-
tions, for RTE. The experiment included the con-
struction of two types of models: one utilizing the
training data augmented by the method, and the
other using the un-augmented training data. By
comparing the performance of these two models,
we confirmed whether the method improves the
model’s performance. RoBERTa and BERT were
employed as models.



Table 6: Comparison of model performance with and without data augmentation(%). The evaluation metric is
accuracy.

Model Train data All Entailment Contradiction Neutral

rinna-RoBERTa
Original 89.0 85.4 77.9 93.2
Augmented 89.8 86.0 81.4 93.4
Difference +0.8 +0.6 +3.4 +0.2

Tohuku-BERT
Original 88.5 85.3 81.2 91.6
Augmented 89.0 84.9 83.0 92.1
Difference +0.5 -0.4 +1.8 +0.5

Table 7: Comparison of model performance when training data is augmented using each method (%). Models are
RoBERTa. The evaluation metric is accuracy.

Augmentation method All Entailment Contradiction Neutral
No augmentation 89.0 85.4 77.9 93.2
The method 89.8 86.0 81.4 93.4
Random phrase shuffling 89.5 85.0 80.4 93.5
Random word shuffling 88.8 83.1 80.9 93.0

As a result, we confirmed that the method im-
proved the model performance for both RoBERTa
and BERT. We also evaluated the performance of
the models for each label and observed that the per-
formance for contradiction data was significantly
improved.

In the future, our goal is to further refine the
method to achieve more effective data augmenta-
tion techniques. Additionally, we aim to validate
the effectiveness of the method for tasks other than
text classification and RTE.
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